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According to ICD 10 classification “adjustment disorders are states of subjective distress and emotional disturbance, usually interfering with social functioning and performance, arising in the period of adaptation to a significant life change or a stressful life event.”

The WHO’s classification (ICD 10: Chapter 5 “Mental and Behavioural disorders,” F43.2) indicates different types of stressor that may be linked to a single event or multiple events and may be recurrent events or continuous.

According to DSM-5 adjustment disorder occurs when the onset of symptoms is within three months of exposure to the stressor(s) (criterion A). Generally, there is no adjustment disorder without a stressor, but, usually, the stressor is a precipitating factor while the risk of occurrence and the shaping of the manifestations depend on different vulnerabilities as well as coping skills of the individual. Moreover, symptoms or behaviors are clinically significant because they are in excess of what would be expected by exposure to the stressor, taking into account the external context and the cultural factors that might influence symptom severity and presentation (criterion B, 1).

In Europe, the psychosocial risks at work are one of the priorities of the Community Strategy for Health and Safety at Work, but there is not a general agreement on the question of recognition of work-related mental disorders as occupational diseases or work injuries. As a matter of fact, there are some questions concerning the causal relation between work and the disease, because (unlike the so-called “conventional occupational diseases”) a worker’s mental health can be affected not only by working conditions but also by extra-occupational stressors; moreover, there is difficulty in defining the concept of psychosocial risk and characterizing the causal relation, in order to define a framework for recognition and compensation procedures.

In Europe, only Denmark has registered a mental disorder, i.e., post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), on its list of occupational diseases. On the contrary, in Italy, such as other European countries (e.g., Belgium, and France), such mental disorders are only mentioned in a complementary list. The complementary system requires the demonstration of a direct, decisive, essential and very probable link between the off-list disease and work performance. Generally, a mental disorder can be recognized as an accident at work (usually, with a diagnosis of PTSD) or as an occupational disease (usually, with a “chronic adjustment disorder” diagnosis).

In Europe, Italy is the country that has most precisely defined the practice of recognition and compensation for mental disorders. The nosographic framework of the pathologies covered by the Italian insurance system corresponds to the two types of stress-related syndromes—(PTSD) and “chronic adjustment disorder.” Nevertheless, the
Italian compensation system for occupational injuries and diseases (Decree n.38/2000) established the measure of the “biological damage” that is the basis for compensation for permanent disability, only for the PTSD but not for the “adjustment disorder” (Fig 1). In Italy, there is a mixed system (list and complementary system) for notification and recognition of occupational diseases. Although PTSD and adjustment disorders are not in the “official” list made by the Italian Workers’ Compensation Authority (INAIL) and approved by Ministerial Decree (Decree April 4, 2008) for recognition of occupational diseases, INAIL covers both PTSD and adjustment disorders caused by risks situation created by inconsistencies in the organization process. In Italy, these psychosocial risk factors are reported as “organizational constraints” in the Circular of INAIL n.71/2013 and in a Ministerial Decree of April 2004 (updated by the Decree 10th June 2014) fixing the new lists of diseases having a possible work-related origin that must be reported by law in accordance with art. 139 of Italian law n. 1124/65. Only the Circular was declared void by the Italian administrative courts because it considers mental disorders caused by a mobbing situation as real occupational diseases and because psychosocial risks covered in the INAIL’s Circular were referable to situations of mobbing and task-related bullying, and excluded organization factors related to the dynamics common to the occupational environment and the purely subjective attitudes adopted by people in their workplace.

Therefore, mobbing-related psychosocial risk factors that are still included in the Decree June 10, 2014 are not specifically considered in the INAIL/ISPESL risk assessment methodology. On the other hand, the Italian protocol developed for the work-related stress risk assessment by INAIL/ISPESL includes assessment of psychosocial risk factors based on the workers’ subjective perception of psycho-social hazards, related to both the content of and context to work described in the Cox’s research, commissioned by Eu-OSHA. Specifically, according to the Italian Consultative Committee’s protocol, there is a preliminary assessment to analyze the objective risk indicators related to work-related stress, in three distinct areas—sentinel events, work content factors, and contextual factors at work. If, in this phase, there is no evidence of work-related stress, the employer provides a monitoring plan. Otherwise, if some risk factors are emerged and appropriate corrective actions are ineffective, the subjective perceptions of workers are collected in an in-depth assessment perceptions of work, through questionnaires, focus group, and semi-structured interviews. In Italy, occupational health surveillance may be activated during the “in-depth” phase, when the risk assessment required it. According to the European directives, health sur-
veillance at work is mandatory only when the risk assessment has identified a risk for workers’ health that technical, organizational, and procedural actions were not able to remove it. A significant challenging issue concerns the misdiagnosis of adjustment disorder because it is a longitudinal diagnosis based on etiology and outcome, and also because it has no reliable and valid diagnostic tool. In this way, occupational health surveillance is able to give an advantage to make diagnosis of chronic adjustment disorder arising from work-related stress, because an occupational medicine physician well knows both the psychosocial risk assessment of the company and the medical history of the worker affected by a mental disorder. Nevertheless, in Italy, occupational health surveillance programs for preventing occupational mental disorders might be useless. Most of the times, the agreement between employers and persons delegated by workers may stop at the first step of the work-related stress risk assessment. In this case, occupational health surveillance, as a corrective measure, is not activated and a medical examination might only be conducted at the request of the employees by the occupational physician of the company. As a consequence, it will be difficult for an occupational physician to make a diagnosis of adjustment disorder as an occupational disease. Adjustment disorders are some of the most common, yet under-researched, mental health disorders that occupational physicians might encounter. The preliminary phase of the work-related stress risk assessment, based only on the objective factors, might neglect individual predisposition or vulnerability of the worker, which plays an important role in the risk of occurrence and the shaping of the manifestations of adjustment disorders. For this reason, health surveillance in the workplace should be activated, even though the preliminary phase of work-related stress risk assessment did not need an in-depth evaluation. In this way, health surveillance might also be useful to check that control measures are working well by giving feedback on risk assessments, suggesting where further actions might be needed and what they might be, providing data, by means of the health records, to detect and evaluate health psychosocial risks. Moreover, a neglected issue concerns which protocol should be established by the occupational physician of the company for health surveillance of employees, when the risk assessment required it.

In my opinion, occupational medicine physicians (through occupational health surveillance), psychiatrists, psychologists, and experts in work organization should operate in strict cooperation for diagnosing chronic adjustment disorder in the workplace. As for diagnosing adjustment disorders and other mental health ailments, self-administered questionnaires such as General Health Questionnaire (GHQ) or other screening tools for anxiety-depression, might be useful in the first step medical examination (by an occupational physician). However, it should also be necessary a second step for the organizational analysis (by an expert in work organization) and a third step for psychiatric and psychological examination (this latter phase needs both clinical examination and SCID-5).

In a review, Casey has highlighted two types of tools for diagnosing adjustment disorders—the structured interviews and the screening instruments. As for the first category, he stated that the Clinical Interview Schedule (CIS) and the Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI) do not incorporate adjustment disorders at all. Moreover, the Schedules for Clinical Assessment in Neuropsychiatry developed by WHO (SCAN) does include adjustment disorders, but only at the end of the interview. Finally, the SCID-I for
DSM-IV TR\textsuperscript{20} and the Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI)\textsuperscript{21} also include a section dealing with adjustment disorders, but it is possible to make a diagnosis of adjustment disorder only if the criteria for any other mental disorders are excluded with the \textit{de facto} effect of relegating it to a sub-syndromal status, because major depression often supersedes adjustment disorder. According to Casey, structured interviews, having been designed for use by lay interviewers, are overly rigid and the diagnosis of adjustment disorder relies heavily on clinical judgment, context, and presumptive longitudinal course than symptoms alone. On the other hand, since there is symptom overlap with major depression, there is a possibility that instruments used for screening depression might identify people with adjustment disorder.\textsuperscript{16} Therefore, Casey\textsuperscript{16} indicates some tools such as the Zung Depression Scale\textsuperscript{22} or the Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology,\textsuperscript{23} though further investigation of these instruments is clearly required.

To date, work-related adjustment disorders and depression are frequently work-related mental problems,\textsuperscript{13} but occupational physicians have little knowledge about the available tools for workplace health surveillance. Over years, research on work-related stress very often used self-reported instruments such as questionnaires for assessing the linkage between work stress and anxiety, depression, burnout, and other outcomes of mental health.\textsuperscript{24} The most common assessment tool for mental well-being is the GHQ. Since its development by Goldberg in the 1970s, GHQ has been extensively used in different setting and various cultures for measuring common mental health problems of depression, anxiety, somatic symptoms, and social withdrawal.\textsuperscript{25} Nevertheless, GHQ was not used in adjustment disorder’s research. Furthermore, the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) is the most commonly used instrument for measuring burnout syndrome that is a chronic stress-related disorder typically and particularly found within human service professions.\textsuperscript{26}

Nevertheless, adjustment disorders can often be difficult to diagnose, because burnout syndrome, depression, and adjustment disorder overlap considerably. Moreover, there is difficulty in differential diagnosis between adjustment disorder and PTSD/acute stress disorder, and symptoms of adjustment disorder can be confused with the symptoms of depressive illness, psychosis-related illness or personality disorders, because there is no clear-cut way to make this differentiation.

As for new specific tools for diagnosing adjustment disorders, Cornelius, \textit{et al}, achieved, partly adjusting and operationalizing DSM-IV criteria, a new instrument called Diagnostic Interview Adjustment Disorder (DIAD). According to Cornelius’s study, DIAD is a valid instrument for diagnosing adjustment disorder, but further studies on reliability and on other aspects of validity are needed.\textsuperscript{27} Finally, the recent Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-5 (SCID-5)\textsuperscript{28} is a semi-structured interview guide for making DSM-5 diagnoses such as adjustment disorder and has replaced the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I Disorders (SCID-I). According to American Psychiatric Association, the latest SCID-5 is an available tool useful for a forensic diagnostic evaluation.\textsuperscript{2}

In conclusion, in Europe and in Italy, implementation research is needed to establish the best available tools for recognizing adjustment disorders and other work-related mental health disorders, as occupational diseases by occupational medicine physicians of the companies. In Italy, work-related stress risk assessment is mandatory and recognition of work-related mental disorders as occupational disease by INAIL is increasing; for this reason, there is a debate about whether psychoso-
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